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ABSTRACT

1

Wikidata is a general-purpose knowledge graph with the content being crowd-sourced through an open wiki, along with bot accounts.
The Wikidata data model enables assigning references to every single statement. Currently, there are more than 1 billion statements
in Wikidata, of which about 70% have got references. Due to the
rapid growth of Wikidata, the quality of Wikidata references is
not well covered in the literature. To cover the gap, we suggest using automated tools to verify and improve the quality of Wikidata
references. For verifying reference quality, we develop a comprehensive referencing assessment framework based on Data Quality
dimensions and criteria. Then, we implement the framework as
automated reusable scripts. To improve reference quality, we use
Relation Extraction methods to establish a reference-suggesting
framework for Wikidata. During the research, we managed to develop a subsetting approach to create a comparison platform and
handle the big size of Wikidata. We also investigated reference
statistics in 6 Wikidata topical subsets. The results of the latter
investigation indicate the need for a wider assessment framework,
which we aim to address in this dissertation.

Knowledge Graphs (KG) are large datasets representing real-world
information in the form of data graphs [23]. In a KG, real-world
entities are presented as nodes of a graph, and relationships between entities as edges. Research on knowledge graphs and their
application is increasing both in academia [27] and industry [38].
Knowledge graphs play an essential role in web search [46], life
sciences [36], and explainable AI [31].
Semantic Web knowledge graphs are a class of KGs that are
constructed using Semantic Web standards such as RDF [16], RDFS
[14], OWL [3], and SPARQL [22] developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). Almost all open general-purpose KGs, such as
Wikidata1 [48], DBPedia2 [2], and YAGO [18], were built on these
standards. These KGs compose the backbone of the Linked Data
[9], the collection of interrelated datasets on the Web using W3C
standards [12]. Between major general-purpose KGs, Wikidata is
becoming more important in industry and research [1]. Wikidata’s
volume has increased ten times in the last five years, reaching
more than 100 GB compressed. Wikidata collects its data with the
participation of volunteer users. Wikidata can also be populated
through bots. Bots are automatic tools that grab information from
various related sources such as External datasets, web pages, CSV
tables, and scientific papers, then add them to the knowledge graph.
Bots usually add or edit a large amount of data in the knowledge
base at once. Improper use of bots can lead to data quality problems
in Wikidata [13].
The quality of data [39, 49] has been extensively studied in the
context of Linked Data and knowledge graphs [10, 17, 19, 20, 24,
25, 35, 43, 51]. Data quality is defined as the “fitness for use" and
subsequently depends on the use case and the user perspective [28].
Data quality in Linked Data and KGs is measured using different
criteria, dimensions, and categories [51]. One of the main categories
of data quality is trustworthiness [51]. The trustworthiness of data
has a direct relationship with provenance and references [19]. In
large open-source knowledge graphs, where the data comes from
underlying sources, the provenance of the entities and their relationships is vital [40]. Considering the incremental use of knowledge
graphs in AI, documenting the provenance of data has benefits
such as increasing trust in the data, facilitating error detection, and
evidence-based decision making [32].
One way to document the provenance and increase the trust
in data is the use of references at different levels [19]. References
specify the source of data in the knowledge base. Wikidata is the
only general-porpuse knowledge base that allows and recommends
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INTRODUCTION
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users to provide references in the statement level [19]. However, the
quality of the references in Wikidata has been rarely investigated.
To the best of our knowledge, Piscopo et al.’s study [40], and its
recently developed version by Amaral et al. [1], are the only studies
in this regard. Due to the daily increase in the size of Wikidata, the
increasing use of Wikidata in science and technology, the essential
role of references in shaping Wikidata3 and its data quality, and
the shortcomings of the two current studies, a gap is being felt in
studying Wikidata reference quality.
To fill the research gap, we aim to use automated technologies
to assess and improve the quality of references in Wikidata. Our
approach has two parts. In the first part, we develop a comprehensive reference quality assessment framework based on Data Quality
dimensions and criteria. Then we implement the framework in the
form of re-usable programs. In the second part, we use Relation
Extraction methods to suggest references to Wikidata. During this
research, we have developed a subsetting approach to creating a
comparison platform and handling the big size of Wikidata. We also
started investigating references’ quality by performing statistical
analysis on 6 Wikidata topical subsets. The results of the statistical
research indicate the need for a comprehensive quality assessment
framework for references.

2

PROBLEM

To the best of our knowledge Wikidata is the only KG with the
capability of specifying references for each individual statement.
During the literature review phase (the first half of 2020), the only
available study on the quality of Wikidata references was Piscopo
et al.’s paper [40]. The paper had studied the Wikidata dump 2016.
In October 2016, Wikidata was ten times smaller than 2020. The
paper had investigated the Wikidata English external sources only.
Although some of these limitations have been improved by Amaral
et al.’s work in 2021 [1], their study still covers only two quality
dimensions. To fill this gap, we chose the main direction of the
research to evaluate and improve the quality of Wikidata references,
using efficient and reusable automated technologies. The initial
questions of our research are as follows:
RQ1 How can the quality of references be quantified considering different aspects of data quality? We hypothesize that
a comprehensive quality assessment framework based on
the data quality criteria can score the quality of references.
Implementing such a framework will automatize the quality
assessment process, and data owners can do evaluation tasks
regularly.
RQ2 How much has the reference quality of Wikidata changed
since 2016, considering the rapid increase in data volume
and diversity of sources? We hypothesize that the reference
quality has increased with time.
RQ3 What percentage of Wikidata references have been added
by bots? How can we compare the quality of bot added
references to human added references? Considering the increasing use of bots in recent years, does it affect the quality
3 According

to the Wikidata project, “Wikidata is not a database that stores facts about
the world, but a secondary knowledge base that collects and links to references to
such knowledge" [47].
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of Wikidata references? The hypothesis is that the use of
bots increases reference quality.
RQ4 How effective and accurate is it to use Information Extraction and Linking (REL) methods to provide new references
for Wikidata? We hypothesize that using REL methods can
provide references to Wikidata in different topics with higher
quality compared to the current reference adder bots.

3

STATE OF THE ART

The problem and the research questions of this dissertation are a
combination of three main fields: Data Quality Criteria, Wikidata
Reference Quality, and Relation Extraction. Data quality and Relation Extraction are widely covered in the literature, while Wikidata
Reference Quality is rarely covered.

3.1

Data Quality

There are lots of studies on the quality of data. Data quality is generally considered a multidimensional concept. One of the earliest
is Wang and Strong’ multidimensional study [49] which categories
data quality into four main categories, each consisting of one or
more dimensions: Intrinsic (dimensions that are independent of the
user’s context), Contextual (dependent on the task at hand and the
context of the data consumer), Representational (dimensions that
describes in which extent data represented to the data consumers),
and Accessibility (the form in which the data is available and to how
it can be accessed by data consumers). In the context of web-based
information, Bizer et al. [11] proposed a quality assessment framework that allows filtering good quality information on the web. The
framework benefits from a wide range of metrics expressed in the
form of graph patterns.
Data quality is also heavily investigated in Linked Data. Zaveri et
al. [51] surveyed 21 different approaches up to 2012. They identified
a core set of 23 different data quality dimensions categorized in 6
different categories. Their study is the most comprehensive aggregation of data quality dimensions in the context of Linked Data.
More recently, Färber et al. [19] evaluated five large KGs (Freebase,
Wikidata, YAGO, Cyc, and DBPedia) over 34 data quality metrics.
They extended the criteria of Wang [49] into 11 dimensions and
34 metrics. In each metric, they carefully analyzed the KGs and
assigned them a score between 0 and 1. They also developed an
algorithm in which users can admit a weight to each metric and
compute the quality score based on their needs. Debattista et al.
[17] examined about 3.7 billion triples taken from 37 Linked Data
datasets via 27 metrics based on the Zaveri et al. survey. They also
provided a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over their evaluation results to find the minimum number of metrics that can inform
users about the quality of Linked Data datasets.

3.2

Trustworthiness and Reference Quality

In the literature, the ability to mention the provenance of data
and its quality is considered as trustworthiness [1, 17, 19]. Färber
et al. [19] defined trustworthiness as a combination of three concepts mentioned in [49]: Believability (the extent to which data
are accepted or regarded as true, real, and credible), Objectivity
(the extent to which data are unbiased, and impartial), and Reputation (the extent to which data are trusted or highly regarded
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in terms of their source or content). Färber et al. [19] considered
the criteria trustworthiness on statement level and Debattista et
al. [17] considered metric traceability of the data, both checking
only the existence of reference usage in datasets. However, the two
studies did not provide an analytical review of how references are
used.

3.3

Wikidata Reference Quality

Among data quality dimensions, accuracy and trustworthiness have
been less investigated in Wikidata [41]. Wikidata recommends the
provided references should be relevant and authoritative [47]. Piscopo et al. [40] examined the authoritativeness and the relevance of
Wikidata Engilsh external sources. They first evaluated a small set of
sample references (<300 statements) through microtask crowdsourcing. The samples evaluation results were then given to a machinelearning algorithm to measure the relevance and authoritativeness
of all grabbed data. The machine-learning algorithm showed that
about 70% of Wikidata external sources are relevant and 80% of
them are authoritative. The experiment recently has been developed and reproduced by Amaral et al. [1] on Wikidata snapshot of
16 April 2021, considering both English and non-English external
sources. However, the recent study is still limited to relevance and
authoritativeness. In [41], Piscopo et al. compared Wikipedia and
Wikidata in terms of external references. They showed Wikidata
has a more diverse pool of sources (in terms of origin country) and
benefits from external datasets (such as library catalogs) more than
Wikipedia. Curotto and Hogan [15] published a proposal that aims
to index English Wikipedia references as a source for Wikidata
statements.

3.4

Relation Extraction and Linking (REL)

Relation Extraction and Linking (REL) is the task of extracting
and representing relations from unstructured text and linking their
elements to the properties and entities of a KG [34]. Different REL
tools usually use different approaches based on their goals. Usually,
they all start with an Entity Extraction (the task of finding entities of
real-world in unstructured texts) phase. The process then continues
with relationship parsing and linking the relations to the reference
KG. Finally, REL tools demonstrate the extracted data in RDF format.
REL has a broad application in KG population [50], specially in
domains like Medicine [44], Sport [42], and Terrorism [26]. Another
important application of REL is Question Answering (Q&A) [52].
Martinez-Rodriguez et al. [34] provided a comprehensive overview
of using IE and REL in the Semantic Web.
Theoretically, REL methods can provide references for structured
facts through searching the fact’s similar relations in unstructured
texts. FRED [21] is a REL approach to extract binary and n-ary
relations from raw texts. FRED uses Stanford CoreNLP [33] for
identifying entities in the text. FRED creates its IRIs instead of linking extracted relations to an existed KG. FRED is also not limited
to a specific domain. Another potential method for detecting references is DeepDive [37]. DeepDive is an efficient statistical learning
approach to build knowledge graphs from extensive collections
of web pages. The ability to render web pages makes DeepDive a
potential tool for providing external URI sources.
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4

METHODOLOGY

To address the research questions, we split the research into two subprojects: (i) assessing the quality of existing Wikidata references
and (ii) designing a Reference Suggestion Framework (RSF) via REL
methods.
To address RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, we consider a comprehensive
reference quality assessment framework based on data quality dimensions. The existing studies only considered the relevance and
authoritativeness of references. Our framework covers a wide range
of data quality dimensions. We provide formal definitions for metrics specifically in the context of referencing. We also define the
metrics as objectively as possible, easy to compute, and reusable for
other RDF-based KGs. Having a comprehensive reference assessment framework enables us to evaluate current Wikidata references
and third-party reference suggestion bots.
To address RQ4, we design an automated framework that suggests qualified sources for new or existing non-referenced Wikidata
facts. We call non-referenced claims Target Statements. Most of
the Wikidata items (Q-IDs) have a corresponding Wikipedia article, including several references in different types such as web
pages, scholarly articles, or books. These Wikipedia references are
potential sources for Target Statements of that particular Wikidata
item. However, Wikipedia references are often unstructured texts.
Our solution is to parse Wikipedia references via REL methods.
Then, we search the extracted structured data to find triples equal
to the Target Statements. If such a triple is found, the unstructured text will be suggested as a source for the Target Statement.
Compared to the existing reference adder bots, our approach is
topic-independent. Reference adder bots are simple single-purpose
scripts that add references only in the claim-creation time. They
can populate only one specific topic, e.g., proteins, politicians, etc.
The variety of sources they can parse is also limited to CSV files or
external structured datasets.

4.1

Referencing Quality Assessment Framework

Starting with the literature review, we noticed the lack of a referencing quality assessment framework for the graph-based datasets.
We targeted Wikidata because it is the only open general purpose
KG with the capability of adding references at the statement level.
We also needed a comparison platform to evaluate the quality of
Wikidata references. Initially, we intended to base the comparison
on the separation of human-added versus bot-added references.
Tracing bots/human activities requires querying the edit history of
Wikidata. The edit history of Wikidata is a huge dataset (more than
3TB compressed) and requires more resources than Wikidata itself.
We then proposed the concept of Topical Subsets [7, 8] to build
coherent subsets of Wikidata and overcome the high volume issues.
We performed a statistical analysis on references in 6 Wikidata
WikiProject subsets [7]. The statistical analysis helped us define
new reference-specific metrics in the amount-of-data and relevancy
dimensions. We have now defined 40 reference-specific quality metrics in 21 dimensions, covering all major data quality categories in
the Zaveri et al. survey. Currently, we are implementing the metrics
in Python scripts. The entire framework will be a Python module
called Referencing Quality Scoring System (RQSS). The next step is
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to evaluate the framework on Wikidata topical and random subsets.
In summary, we will have the following tasks:
RQSS Implementation (Python). The first goal is to finish the implementation of the reference quality assessment metrics in Python.
Along with the framework, RQSS includes other layers to extract
required collections from datasets and present the output to users.
The implementation task has already begun [4]. At the moment of
writing, we implemented four metrics.
RQSS Evaluation via Subsets and Unit Tests. We provide a comparison platform using Wikidata subsets and evaluate, debug, and
improve RQSS using the subsets. We have extended the functionality of the wikidata subsetting tool (WDumper [5]) to extract several
small random subsets of Wikidata. Combined with small topical
subsets of [7] (e.g., Ships 2021), we can efficiently evaluate the
RQSS metrics and compare the results on both meaningful and
random datasets. The functionality of methods is also being tested
via python unit tests.
Analyzing RQSS Results. After ensuring RQSS’s proper functionality, we will apply it to some up-to-date topical and random subsets.
We will then compare the scores of the subsets. We discuss the reasons for high or low scores by considering different hypotheses
and pieces of evidence.
Analyzing Bot-Added references via RQSS (optional). We try to
build an additional comparison platform by separating humanadded and bot-added references in each subset. For this task, we
consider two solutions: (i) using the Wikidated 1.0 [45] dataset and
(ii) querying the Wikidata edit history dumps4 directly. The separation results can address RQ2. If the task succeeds, we run RQSS on
the separated references to analyze the difference between humanadded and bot-added references. The final results can address RQ3.

4.2

Reference Suggestion Framework (RSF)

For this sub-project, we reviewed the state-of-the-art Relation Extraction methods to find the best approach in terms of reference
suggestion. We have nominated two REL approaches: FRED [33]
and DeepDive [37]. First, we will evaluate the candidates’ efficiency
on a gold standard set. We will then develop a framework that
provides appropriate sources from Wikipedia references for Wikidata claims. We will examine the performance of the framework
on-demand and on-batches. The results determine the possibility of
having an online version of the framework. There will be considerations for those Target Statements that do not have a corresponding
Wikipedia article or the corresponding article has no references.
A similar approach to DeFacto [32] can be considered, i.e., using
search engines and keywords to provide the potential sources. We
will evaluate RSF using our RQSS metrics. We will compare the
results to existing Wikidata references and also compare RSF to
traditional reference adder bots.

5

RESULTS

This dissertation has had two contributions to the Semantic Web
community. The first contribution is the evaluation of WDumper as
an effective tool in topical subsetting [8]. We extracted four use case
4 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/backup-index.html

- accessed 17 December 2021
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topical subsets via WDumper. We provided the performance details
of the test runnings. We also assessed the outputs of WDumper
by performing different SPARQL queries on the input and output.
We performed all experiments on Wikidata 2016 and 2020 dumps.
Using two different dumps allowed us to measure the change of
data volume from 2016 to 2020 in different topics. We described
WDumper advantages and limits in topical subsetting: WDumper
accurately extracts the desired data (including Wikidata qualifiers
and references). However, WDumper is not flexible in defining
subsets.
Our second contribution is a statistical analysis of references in
six Wikidata WikiProjects [7]. We extracted six subsets of Wikidata corresponding to Astronomy, Gene Wiki, Taxonomy, Law,
Music, and Ships WikiProjects [6]. We investigated the statistics
of reference nodes, the ratio of referenced statements, the usage
of reference-specific properties, and the distribution of triples per
node. We also introduced the concept of shared references as an
important factor in the quality of references. The statistical study
showed the need for a comprehensive quality assessment framework.
The project in hand is the reference quality assessment framework. We have completed the formal definitions of 40 reference
quality metrics and implemented four of the metrics. We tested the
four implemented metrics on on WikiProjects Ships 2016, Ships
2021 [6], and two random Wikidata subsets with two different sizes.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation delves into the automated, reusable, and comprehensive technologies for evaluating and improving the quality of
Wikidata references. The increased use of Wikidata in industry
and research, besides the importance of trust in data, motivates
us to investigate this problem. We considered four main research
questions and two research projects to address them. The main
goal of this work is to establish a comprehensive automated quality
assessment framework to evaluate Wikidata references. Having an
automated reference quality assessment system helps data owners
to evaluate the quality of references regularly and more efficiently.
Data scientists can also compare datasets quantitatively. The main
limitation regarding automation is the subjectivity of some data
quality dimensions, e.g., Relevancy. Involving human opinions in
the calculation of quality metrics makes automation difficult. We
also propose to use Relation Extraction and Linking methods to
suggest higher quality references in Wikidata. As future work, we
consider generalizing our quality assessment framework to all RDF
knowledge graphs. Although our metric definitions are general, the
implementation of the metrics is currently specific to the Wikidata
data model.
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